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Abstract: Sustainability concerns have aroused renewed interest among many planners in the
interrelated nature of transportation and land use systems. Considerable attention has been
devoted to study the ways.iri'which land use affects transport decisions. lrss attention has

been paid to the effects of transportation, in particular transit, on land uses. ln this paper we
draw from results in spatial statistics and apply a dynamic model of spatial discrete choice to
explore the potential links between transportation infrastructure and land use change.
Neighborhood effects are taken into consideration, to account for the influence of location and

change. Using data from Sendai City, in the Japanese district of Tohoku, and California's
BART system we study'the process of land use change and its relationship to transit
infrastructure.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, sustainability has been a keyword in the theory and practice of planning
in general, and in transportation planning in particuhr. At the same time that transportation
planners and officials show increased concern on sustainable development, a renewed interest
on the interactions between the land use and transportation systems has also been observed.

As a result ofthis interest, there have been increased efforts to study the effects of land use on
transportation, as they are in fact an important element in many planning methodologies (for
instance, in demand forecasting). However, the impacts of transportation on land use (in
particular the effects of transit projecls) have been less studied, despite the bi-directional links
between the two systems and the importance that conventional wisdom assigns to such

impacts when it comes to determining urban form (Iandis et al., t995; Still et al,, 1999).

In this study we explore a simple inethod to assess the impacts of transportation projects on
land use change. The method is based on a limited-dependent variable modcl (i.e. the logit
model) that analyzes the probability of change in a given zone, based on variables such as

distance to subway/train stations, availability of open land and other physical variables. ln
addition to physical factors such as distance to newly built stations, it has been argued that
local dynamics may induce or discourage change, if neighboring zones tend to switch land
uses or not. This is thc so-called neighborhood effect. In order to include it within the

modeling framework, we draw from results in spatial statistics and use a model that is spatial,
in the sense that it explicitly considers the status of neighboring zones, and dynamic because

the effect is modeled with a time lag (section 2). Although there is no dearth of applications of
limited-dependent variable modeling in transportation planning, in particular in travel demand,
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we argue here that applications regarding land use have a spatial component that can and
should be taken into consideration.

We take as a case study the city of Sendai in northeastern Japan and use data from 3 different
years that span a period of 10 years, to describe, since operations began, the change of
commercial land uses in the areas surrounding the subway line (section 3). A second case
study uses data from California's Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Union City Station, to
analyze land use change due to improved accessibility to transit services and neighborhood
effects (section 4). To this data we apply the dynamic model described above, and study
observed changes and their relationship to some variables of interest. Although in its current
form the model in question is not fit for quantitatively forecasting changes, it could be a useful
tool to assess the historical impacts of similar projects and to inform planners on the potential
or likely impacts of new projects.

2. DISCRETE CHANGEAND NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS

Umited-dependent variable models, otherwise known as discrete choice models within a
utility-maximization framework, have a long history of development and applications in
transportation planning, in particular in the field of travel demand modeling (McFadden, 1974,

i 2000; Yai, 1989). The main characteristic of these models is that the objective variable
assumes discrete, rather than continuous values. This is the case for instance in modal split
assignment, where the values of the dependent variable are, say, 0 for automobile, 1 for bus
and 3 for subway. The simplest case is when there are only two possible values of the
dependent variable, say, 0 for car and 1 for bus. Other transportation-related applications
include modeling locational choice (Anas,1982; Miyamoto et al., 1997), a problem that is
also clearly discrete in nature: either a location is taken or it is not. Seen from the locator's
pcrspective, only one location may be chosen: the outcome of her decision is limited. Not all
of these examples have a conspicuous spatial element. It has been argued, however, in the
context of discrete choice models, that the process of making a decision might be influenced
by the behavior and opinions of agents with whom there is contact (Case, 1992). For instancc,
to analyze technological change, Case derived a modified probit model that considers the
possibility of interrelatedness in the decision making p(rcess. Adopters of a new technology
inlluence othen in the 'neighborhood' with the result that some may be encouraged to becoml
adopters themsclves. The conccpt of. neighborhood (geographical in this case) is thus
introduced in the model. Case's model, however, is cross-sectional, and thus limited since she
notes that risk averse behavior, and delayed adjustment costs and learning times, among other
factors, may lead to time lags in adoption. To overcome this perceived limitation, bubin
(1995) introduced a logit model that is at the same time spatial and dynamic, in the sense that
it takes into consideration time lags between first stage and second stage adopters.

It is clear that land use change (or dcvelopment), in addition to being a process with discrete
outoomes, shares two important characteristics with the example of technology adoption. In
addition to factors such as acccssibility and availability of land, which can be and hive bcen
analyzed using standard limited-dependent variable models (McMillen, 1989; Landis er a/.,
1995), it is relsonable to expect that land developments of one kind will tend to encourage
similar changes at adjacent locations. Iandis et al. describe three reasons why we would
expect this: reduced development costs (e.g. infrastructure and public services), the possible
existence of agglomeration economies, and land-use regulations. The change is then iilety to
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influence changc in other, neighboring locations. Moreover, it is known that urban change
processes, in particular conslruction, are among the slowest within an urban system wilh
resPonse periods of betwecn 3 dnd 10 years (Wegener et a1.,1986). The influencc of change is
not immediate and most likely will take place, if it des, after a ccrtain period of tmJlas
passed. Thesc two characteristics (spatial interrelatedness and delayed 

"ifect.; 
argue for a

method of analysis that explicitly considers thcm. Therefore the inteicst in expiorin! thc usc
of'the spatial logit model 

-(Dubin, 
1995) to apply it to study the impacts of tr"osfott"tion

ffiastructurc on land use change. The model is described in the following section. ,

3. TIIE SPATIAL LOGIT MODEL

Under the limited-dependent variable approach of the logit and probit models, we assume that
there is an underlying response variable defined in rcgresiion form by:

yi - X,B + u, (1)

In thc above expression Xi is a 1 x /r vector of characteristics or explanatory variables (sizc of
zone, land usc, distance to station, etc.) and pisak x l vectorof paramcters. Itis assumcd
that, in practice, the response variable is unobservable (hence the sometimes used term of
latent variable models), and instead what we observe is a dummy variirble defined by:

li=l ifn >0
.Ii = 0 otherwise

From the above it follows that:

POr = 1) = POr' > 0) = Pr(ur > -XiF)
l -F(-xg)

where F is the cumulative distribution function for
distribution of z is logistic, the logit model ensues:

Pr(y, - 1) - 1- F(-X,pl - @-rQ)-)'rffi^il (4)

In order to introduce neighborhood effccts, it is considcred that thc probability of observing a
changc is a function of the vector of characteristics X; plus thc distance to locations whcrc
change has been previously observed (yr1,_1):

-X,,0+A,+u,

(2)

(3)

error vector u. If the cumulative

yi - x,o t frp,,t ,r_, * u, (s)

whercy;1 is the latcnt variable conesponding to location i at time / (r=1,..., &; jV, is the
number of locations that did not change in the previous period and.M is the total number of
locations). The new element, pij,is a coefficient that represcnts the influencc of change in
locationi on location i. This element is modeled as an exponential distancc-decay function as
follows:
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(6)
9i1 - brexq(-Dii lb)

ln the above, Dq is the distance between locations i and j, and bl and b2 are spatial Parameters

to be estimated. The total influence of change in the previous period is then given by,{;. In

ifri, *uy, the closer a location is to others where change took place in the previous period

frr.rt,rir larger the latent variable is, and the probability that change is also observed here:
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Pr(y, - 1) - 1- r(-(x,P * A,)) - exp(X,P + A,)

t+ exp(X,P + A,)

o, - o o + [r(oo)]-t' s(ao )
(10)

If a predetermined tolerance value is not achieved, then substitute ft = & and repeat the

op"rurion. This procedure continues until convergence. We denote the final convergence

estimates by ti, and the asymptotic variance matrix is given by [I(0 I-1. The following two

sections ari examples of application of the model to case studies. The interested reader is

urg"a a consult dubin's paier for GAUSS proglams to estimate the spatial logit model' In

ad-dition, MATL-A,B routines are available from the authors upon request.
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(7)

The log-likelihood of the above model is given by the following expression:

L - >lr, t"l,. *4#) . o - r,,,.(, .,-7fu *, )]

- Lft,x, *f tr't,- i'n. exP(x"P +A')) (8)

The model has a total of /r+2 parameters, in vector form 0=v"brbzl" To obtain maximum

likelihood estimales of these Parameters, the log-likelihood function is maximized with

i"rp"", to them. Dubin (1995) ias derived the first and second order conditions needed to

obtain the information matrix, the inverse of which, evaluated at the maximum likelihood

estimates, gives the asymptotic variance matrix'

3.l Esdmation

The maximum likelihood function (equation 8) is non-linear in the Parameters and a numeric

optimization method has to be used to maximize it. A method commonly adopted when

dcaling with the standard logit model is the Newton-Raphson method, because of its
impleientatign simplicity and efficiency' The information matrix is:

,@-,(-#) o,

An initial value of parameter vector d -- W', bt, bzl' (call .it 6b) is selected and used to

compute the values of S(&) and I(&), the score vector (the vector of first order conditions)

and the information matiix'respectively. When estimating a standard logit model, & = 0 is

often a convenient guess, unlesi other values are available. In the case of the spatial logit 6 =

ft (the estimated pu."."t"r. of a standard logit model), Dr = 0 and bz = I aPpeat to be sensible

choices. These in turn are used to obtain a new estimate of dr as:
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4. CASE STUDY: SENDAI CITY

4.1 Study Area and Data

Sendai City is the capital of Miyagi Prefecture in the northeastern Japanese region of Tohoku. With
a population of about I million in 2000, Sendai is one of the 10 largest citie.s L Japan, and a major
focus of rcgronal growth in Tohoku. The city has a strong central business distict, and most
immigrants' locational choice lies around the CBD or in new development aroas to the north of the
city (Kitazume and Miyamoto, 1997). Rapid commercial development is observed around two
locations, namely Nagamachi to the south, and Izumi to the north. The city has an efficient public
transportation system meant to help shape the city, which includes ruai"l 1xil*ay tine.s in the
south-north and east-west axes, and, since 1989, a subway line that runs in the south-north axis (see
figure 1). It is the effec1 of this subway line on land use change that we fy to ass€ss in the present
seclion.

Sendai City's subway service siarted operations in 1989 with a north-south line that communicates
the central business disnict with the city's two most prominent sub-centers, However, a systematic
study of the impacts of this nansportation project on land uses has not been conducted. We use
data from 3 different ycars that span a period of L0 years, to describe, sinoe operations began, the
change of commercial land uses in the areas sunounding the subway line. The main interest lies in
analping within a statistical modeling framework, the relative contribution of a number of
accessibility and land use variables to determine land use change. More specifically, in this
example land use change is defined as whether a given zone's share of commercial land uses
increase or not. CXearly, this variable takes one of two possible values: I if growth is observd and
0 else. The variables us€d to explore the relationship betrreen transportation infrasEucture and land
use change are shown in table 1.

If accessibility to transit does inde€d encourage land use change, the sigr of the parameter DISTN
(distance to nearest station) is expccted to be negative This means that all itsc Ueing equa,
locations closcr to transit service will tend to develop commercial uses more teauenUy.
Accessibility to the CBD and the city's sub-centers (Izumi and Nagamachi) is also expected to be
an encouraging factor towards land change. Finally, we suggest that. the neighborhood effecis
should bc positive. This means that we expect the growth process to be bansmitteO by'@ntegron':
increascd ac{ivity of one tlpe (commercial in this case) would tend to spillover and encourage
similar activities in neighboring zones, subject ro land availability (undeveloped).

Table 1. Sendai City: Variables and Definitions
Variable Definiiion

coMM
Undeveloped
DIST-CBD
DIST-IZUMI
DIST-NAGAMACHI
DISTN

Commercial land use increase (yes= 1; no= 0)
Undeveloped land in the zone (Vo)

Distance to CBD (m)
Distance to Izumi Station (m)
Distancs to Nagamachi Station (m)
Distance to Nearest Station (m)

land use data was obtained from the Basic Planning Survey for Sendai Metropolitan Area for
three years, 1988 one year before the subway Iine started operations, afi 1992 and 1997. The
zoning system for Sendai City Metropolitan Area is not consistent between years. To solve
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this situation we base our analysis on the most recent one conesponding to 1997, and apply

ourrt"y functions (using a Geographical Information system) to convert all the data to this

system. We select all zones withln i km of fhe subway line for the analysis to give a sample of

398 zones, and disregard more distant locations sirlce it is not likely that the effects of

accessibility to transit will extend beyond this range'

An increase of commercial land use intensity was observed in22O zones bdtween 1987 and

teez lrirst stage adopters), and the same effect was observed between 1992 and 1997 in 66

,on.ri."*na-st"ge aOopi"rs), as shorv_n in figures 1a and lb. Accessibility data (distance to

.*l""il was obtJned by means of GIS operations. In addition, a matrix of distances irmong

zone centroidr, n."".rury to calculate the neighborhood effect, was obtained from the GIS' In

na ioifo*ing section we estimare trvo modeli for this study case: a standard logit model with

no spatial .dr"tr, and a spatial logit model to take into account neighborhood effects.

Figurc 1. Sendai city - Subway Lane and commercial hnd usc change

42 Results end Discusslon

The results of estimating logit models for our case study aPpoar in table 2- "I\e two models

use the same set of variaUles, but the spatial model, in order to consider in addition

neighborhood effects (i.e. the influence of previous 'adopters'), also makes use of a matrix of

disiances *:n, zone ccntroids of second stage adoPters and first stage adopters (equation 6)'

Regarding table 2, we notice that in general the two models pioduce very similar results, and

theie are-no changes in the sigrs of the parameters. The signs mostly agree with our previous

expectations: there appears to be a positive influence from land availability, and proximity to

thi city's CBD also apPears to be a factor of change. The results are mixed regarding

""""r.iUitity 
to the city's trvo sub-ccnters, sincc the sigr of the parameters would lcad us to

conclude that proximiiy to these locations is a factor that does not weigh for changc. Distancp
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to the nearest station, on the other hand, is negative thus nominally meaning that the closcr the
zone is to a subway itation the higher the probability of change. n; hid variance, however,
indicates that this result is not significani, and thcrefore 

"irot be tf,en as evidcnce that
infrastructure has had an impact in land use change at this stage in this case.

oo(h)
Figure 2. Distancc-Decay Curve - Size and Extcnt of Neighborhood Effects'in Sendai.

Regarding the effect ofchange in the neighborhood, the sign of paramcter b, represents thc
direction of the effect. In this case, 

" 
positire sign implies-that previous intensifications of

commercial land use in neighboring zones tend to encouiagc similar developments. Regarding
the size and extents of spatial effects, the spatial paiamcten (bl ana a2; result in i
distance-decay curve .ld * seen in figure 2. Arthough the curvi is not very-steep (a
characteristic controlled by paramcter bz) and thc extents of the effcci are rather widc, the sizc

Table 2. Sendai City: logit Model and Spatial Logit Model

Standard Loeit Spatial Loeit
lndependent Variables Parameter Variance Parameter Variance
CONST

Undeveloped

DIST-CBD

DIST_IZUMI

DIST_NAGAMACHI

DISTN

5t

,2

-2_4t79 4.13848

0.0249 0.00038

4.07i8 0.03187

0.L6t2 0.04148

o,287t 0.06901

{.2888 0.08908

-3.312L 2.8ffi7
0.w6 0.0[f/22

{.1100 0.02287

0.1884 0.02797

0.3141 0.U893

4.L4/.1 0.06211

0.u34 0.2lfi7
0.3688 0.11908

Log-Likelihood -110.69 -109.91

Log-Likelihood (0) t18.52

br'af@Olt )

\
\

Sco&i Cilt

br= o'2131

bz= o'3ose

-t'-_'

o o: 0.4 0.6 o3 l . l2 r.l li--- rl--l
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of the effect is not very large to start with (small b1) and the net effect is that any (positive)

contribution of previous adJpters is rather small at distances beyond 400 m (less than 0'1; see

figure 2). In addition, the large variance associated with these parameters suggests that

n;ghboihooO effects are not viry important, at least at this scale of analysis' Although in

gen-eral the variances are smallei in the spatial model, the Likelihood Ratio between the'

Itandard and the spatial model is not significant, and therefore no statistical advantage derives

from estimating the spatial model in thi present case. It is important at this point to note that

the distance decay-curve is obtained for the period between 1992-1997, and that there is no

manner at this stage to separate other socio-economic influences from neighborhood effects,

an exercise that would necessitate lOnger periods of time with more cross-sections, and in all

likelihood, additional explanatory variaUies. What can be done at this stage is to explore

whether the scale of the analysis might be an important factor in determining the size and

relative importance of neighborhood iffects. To do this, we analyze a second example in the

following section.

5. CASE STUDY: UNION CITY BART STATION

5.1 Study Area and Data

c:lifornia's Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) System is perhaps one of the most thoroughly studied

transit systems in the world. BART is a modern, grade-separated system that offers fast and

t qurnir"*ice (I-andis et aL,1995).It began operations n 1972 and was fully operative n 1975

witir transUay service. Although ii was ttre object of several preliminary studies, includinq

patronage demand forecasting u-.lng ti-it.a-dependent variable models (McFadden, 1974), one of

th, 1no.i ,"ort reports is thatlue to fanais and colleagues in which they study the effects of transit

investrnent (SART and four other Californian transit systems) on land uses and Property values'

Regarding tirc determinants of land use change, in general they found_ that distanct to the station

wal not u .igDif".nt factor of chan Eg, in none of the stations studied. Other variables of the model

wore a measure of intewening oppott niti"t given by the percentage of vacant land closer to the

station, which they didn't fina o be significant, and dummy variables describing initial land use:

residential (not sigrrificant) and undeveioped (sigrificant in several cases)' Finally, as a measure of

neighborhood efftfs, they intoduced a 'similarity index' to describe the dominant land use in the

A iimeaiatety adjacent cells to each location. In most cases they found that high similarity indexes

(i.e. similar land use in the neighborhood) tended to discourage further land use change.

In this sedion, we reanalyze, using the spatial logit model of seclion 2, one of the cases in the

original study, namely Union City geRt Station. This particular station constitutes an example of

station area in which the preseni pattern of land uses was determined between 1965 and 1990'

concunently with the deve-lopmeniof BART. The analysis is not the same, however, since landis

er a/. studied land use change in general,.whereas here we are @ncerned with residential land use

in particular. More specifically, in this example land use change is defined as whether a given

zone's dominant land use changed to residential or not. Again, this variable takes one of tlo
possible values: I if it did, and 0 otherwise. We retake three variables from the original analysis:

ii.t r"" to station, percentage of undevcloped land use closer to the station, and a dummy variable

of initial land usc - undeveloPed. The variablcs are shown in table 3'

The .similarity index' is not used, because the neighborhood effects are an integral part of the

spatial logit model. The object of the analysis is an area of 3.24 square kilometers around Union
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city BART Station, in units of onc hectare (see figure 3). The samplc @nsisb of 324 zones of
which 12 changcd to rcsidcntial land use between 1965 and 195, and 49 more bctween 1y/5 and
1990.

Table 3. Union City: Variables and Definitions

Variabb - Definitbn

RES

DIST.-ST
TUNDEVELOPED

INIT-USE-U

Change to resilential land use (yes= 1; no= 0)
Dbtance to Statbn (km)

Undcveloped land cbser to statbn (Zo)
Iniial use (undevebped=1; otherd))

Figure 3. Union City - BART Station and Land Use Change

5.2 Results and Discussion

The results of estimating logit models for the second case study appear in table 4. As beforc,
the two models use the same set of variables, but the spatial model considers in addition
neighborhood effects. It can be seen in table 4 that there are now important differences
between them. Although there are no sigr reversals, the size of the parameters (of the effects)

CIIANGE 1965-1990
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does change. The parameter coresponding to the variable Distance to Station is positive,

which runs=counter to what conventibnAl wisdom would expect of the effects of transportation

development and land use change. The high variance however, suggests that the parameter is

not sigrrificant. and can thus be igrored. The same is true for the second

variable ToUNDEVEI,OPED, which is nigative but not sigrrificant. ln fact, the'only two

factors that appear to be of some significance in the model are initial use, if the land was

undeveloped,'and the effect of change in the neighborhood' These results confirm previous

findings iy Landis et al. ndicaring it"t proximity to transit service has contributed little to

deterrn'ineiand change in general.bur results show that the same is true of residential land

development in Particular.

Table 4. Union City: Ingit Model and Spatial Lngit Model

Standard lrgit Spatial toeit

ndeoendent Variables Parameter Variance Parameter Variance

CONST

DIST-ST

TUNDEVELOPED

INIT-USE-U

bt

b,

-10.1987 5.8601

rr.6757 35.53&

-6.9801 23j352

3.9131 L.0442

-10.6693 11.5097

5.2260 34.0000

4.3772 19.9181

3.6351 1.5708

0.6508 0.L796

0.5199 0.1724

Los-Likelihood -95.33 -74.53

Loe-Likelihood (0) -2t6.26

0.?

b,tc:e(D-/b)

Uoim Citf

br= o 65gz

b:= o 5t9E

04

0.3

0l

0o o.z oa 06 0.8 I 12 1.4 1.6 l.t 2

D- 0m)

Figure 4. Distance-Decay Curve - Size and Extent of Neighborhood Effects in Union City.

Regarding neighborhood effects, the sign of parameter b7 is positive again. Unlikc the
,siiitarity indix', which indicates resistance to change in zones where uses are already

homogenlous, in this case parameter b, represents the positive influence towards change to
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similar uses. Now the size of the cffect is considerably larger than in the previous case
(section 4), with a value of almost 0.7 at the origin, and the rate of dccay is even less
pronounced (now the distance needed to discount the effect to 0.1 is 1 kilometcr). Although
we cannot directly compare the two case studies in this papcr as they basically analye similar
but not identical problems, the results obtained seem to indicate that neighborhood effec1s
tend to be more or less wide in range but considerably sharper at short distanccs, and most
probably observable only at fine resolution. In any case, the likelihood ratio betwccn thc two
models in this section is clearly significant, meaning that the spatial model is a better
representation of the data than the standard model.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The impacts of transportation investment on land use are a current conc€rn among
transportation planners, given the potential usefulness of transportation infrastruclure to shapc
urban growth, and thus to lead development towards more sustainable conditions. In tliis
Paper we have explored a method to assess the impacts of transportation infrastructure on land
use change. Drawing from results in spatial statistics, we applied a spatial logit model to
investigate the impacts of transportation infrastructure, and a number of land use variables, on
land use change. The spatial logit model used is in addition dynamic in the sense that it takes
into account time lags between periods of change. With this as a tool, we have tricd to answer
questions such as, what is the potential impact of transit infrastructure on land use change? Do
neighborhood effects matter and to what extent?

Taking as case studies Sendai city's subway line, and union city BART Station, wc applied
the model to find that:

1) Distance to a newly built station does not appear to be a determinant of land use ghange.
In the case of Sendai City, proximity to a subway station did not seem to enoourage
increases in the share of commercial land use. The same is true in the case of Union City,
where dislance to the BART station did not influence change to residential land uses. tn
other words, in these examples, we found no evidence that rail transportation
infrastructure was a factor of land use change.

2) l:rrlrd use change is conditioned by land availability. In the case of Sendai City, although
distance to the station was not significant, land availability in the zone had a positive
effect and seemed to be a factor of more intensive commcrcial use. In the case of Union
City, the change tended to be new development in previously undeveloped land.

3) I-and use change of a given type is facilitated by similar change is adjacent areas. Thesc
neighborhood effects were dim in the case of Sendai City, but clearer in the case of Union
City. This leads us to think that neighborhood effects in the eontext of land use change are
likely to be moderately influential but highly localized, and observable only at high
analysis resolutions.

Clearly, these are but two examples. However, our results confirm previous findings by
Iandis et al. in the sense that the prooess of land use change does not secm to be affec,tcd by
proximity to transportation infrastructure (i.e. transit services), at least at the current scale of
analysis. [n addition, they help to refine the understanding of the size and extents of spatial
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(neighborhood) effects and how change spreads. Additional applications would hclp to

confirm or refute thc gencrality of these findings.

Rcgarding the method itself, it must be noted that during thc course of our study, applying the

rp"'ii"t to-git model to different sets of data sometimes resulted in negative values of the

variance. ivh.th"r this was because of local optimum values, or because the model did not fit

wcll the particular set of data was not clear. On thc broader issue, this quirk indicatcs that

more resiarch regarding the propcrties of the model is required before it can be used with

morc reliability.
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